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Date 29 September 2019 

Hare(s) Strumpet & 
Hornblower 

Venue   
 
On On 

Farley Heath 
 
Bricklayers Arms 

  

ANOTHER STUNNING 
SUCCESS FOR OUR 

COURAGEOUS HEROINES 

The distinguishing feature of 
this excellent trail was the 
quality of the checks. They 
were varied, original and 
entertaining, most notably at 
the southernmost point of the 
trail, with an admirable view 
(yes, other hares on other trails 
have also used this beauty 
spot). We had been led to 
believe we were running a 
right-hander, but by then it was 
clearly a left-hander, and such 
estimable front runners (both 
had a very good day) as 
Dormouse and J. Arthur duly 
checked along those lines. But 
no! The trail really was a right-
hander, and we all went into 
reverse. Was it Popeye who 
cracked it? Did Hornblower 
give us the solution? 

By then 40 minutes had 
elapsed, and we had been 

going really rather slowly – 
well, it had been largely 
uphill. So I reckoned we 
would be back in 80 minutes 
maximum, especially as the 
pace had now distinctly 
quickened. Wrong again. The 
return trail took us a very 
long way downhill, and well 
to the north of our starting 
point, so we had another 
bloody great hill to climb and 
a good mile to go before we 
were back at the beer. On 
that hill we (meaning myself, 
CL and Too Posh, we were 
not in the lead at all) were 
joined by Atalanta, who had 
covered in 45 minutes a 
distance which we had 
needed 75 to run. Well, 
there’s a humbling thought. 
She had been congratulated 
by a bystander for our 
courage in running in the 

rain, which puzzled her, since 
there had been virtually no 
rain; just a few drops. You may 
remember my rule that we get 
truly wet on a Surrey trail only 
once in two years; nowadays 
the interval seems to be even 
longer, doubtless as an aspect 
of climate change. Last week 
with Body Shop had been 
wetter than this, and that was 
merely drizzle. 

Hashes from the Roman 
temple site are naturally largely 
sylvan, in whichever direction 
the hares take us, and today 
was just that, even if in good 
part new to me. But one 
moment stands out, with a 
check in a very substantial 
clearing on a slope; the solution 
– found by J. Arthur? - by the 
visitor with the name Disco 
Singh on his back? - much 
further from the check than 

others our hares’ ingenuity had 
dreamed up. It was also at the 
very bottom of the hill; the 
grass was rich in brambles as 
befits a trail laid by these hares 
(think of the surname of one of 
them). Young brambles make 
cunning nooses; I caught my 
ankle in one and down I went. 

It would be fitting to mention 
in a report such as this the 
constancy of some of our non-
runners. Lord Raleigh, Herr 
Flick, ‘Ardon Provocateur, 
show up week in, week out, 
with an admirable fidelity, and 
contribute to the buzz at the 
Circle, so definitive of the 
Surrey ambience. (Do You 
does run the trails with equal 
faithfulness). 

Any amount of good food 
available at the On In; what an 
enjoyable morning! We need 
cheering up in these dark days. 
The Boris says he disagrees 

with the verdict of the House 
of Lords, which is a 
meaningless comment; a 
decision of the Supreme 
Court is the law, and one can 
no more disagree with the law 
than with gravity or the heat 
of the sun. It is a fact. Mind 
you, he regards the Benn Act, 
also now enshrined in the 
law, as a thing of straw, to be 
disregarded or circumvented. 
To perceive oneself or one’s 
actions as above and beyond 
the law is the hallmark of 
every tinpot dictator. I doubt 
whether Johnson has ever in 
his life seen fit to show 
contrition, and his Svengali 
Dominic Cummings is 
unlikely to encourage him to 
start now. “We’re enjoying 
this!” 

  
 
ON ON!   FRB 

MOA 1 2320 

 

 Our Courageous Hares 



Receding Hare-Line  Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

Directions 

Run    2321 

Date   06 October 2019 

Hare(s) CL & others (we hope)         

Venue Henfold Café, Newdigate 

On On Idem 

P Code RH5 4RW  

OS TQ1881243894 

Scribe FRB 

Our and Other Hash Events 
 

Twenty Sixth, First Friday Hash. Friday 4th October     
Celebration of Start of THIRD year of SH3 FFH (Yellow Dress)                
Hare(s): Too Posh & Teq. Venue: Redhill, OnOn: The Garibaldi 
Celebration of Start of THIRD year of SH3 FFH 
 

 IOW Hash Beer & Buses 11th-14th October Weekend 
 

CAMRA Hash- Cricklade. Sunday 27th October 
 

Twenty Seventh, First Friday Hash. Friday 1st November 19:00 
Hare(s): TBA Venue TBA 
 

Twenty Sixth Woking Beer Fest. Saturday 9th November 11:00 
 
Twenty Eighth, First Friday Hash. Friday 6th December 19:00 
Hare(s): TBA Venue TBA 
 
 
 
Email sh3@surreyh3.org by 10pm Sunday for inclusion of events 
in next week’s Runday Shag 

A24 south of Dorking to South Holmwood. Turn left onto Mill 
Road for 3/4 mile to T-junction. Turn right and after 1 mile find 
turning to Henfold Lakes on the left. Single track lane to the 
end. It has a speedy hump, but it's not necessary because of 
the potholes [Speedy Humper’s got potholes?] 

2322 13 Oct J Arthur    Broadmoor 

2323 20 Oct Teq     Redhill 

2324 27 Oct* Randy Pandy & Loopy Loo  Sutton 

2325 03 Nov TBA     TBA 

2326 10 Nov TBA     TBA 

2327 17 Nov TBA     TBA 

2328 24 Nov TBA     TBA 

2329 01 Dec TBA     TBA 

2330 08 Dec TBA     TBA 

*Also CAMRA Hash at Cricklade 

Visitor Sinners 

Checking 

Dregs 
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Addendum  
 

Well, that was praise indeed from 
FRB but did he know whom he was 
praising? My insider information is 
that assistant hare, Teq, had set almost 
all of the checks.  

The visitor was Cannot Can and he 
criticised the sexual circular nature 
(or was it circular sexual?) of our 
check sign for which he received the 
second of his three down-downs. 

Teq complained that this was the 
third outing for his new shoes and he 
had not yet drunk a down-down from 
them. Someone, unfairly, shouted out 
“Well then, they’re no longer new!” 
OK, OK it was me.  

Eventually, Le Pro did his “RAing” 
and these are his pronouncements:  
“Thomas Cook managed to get those 
that had flown to Scotland back in 
one piece 
Sartorial Corner was reopened due to 
Chipmunk’s headgear and 2 fine 
ladies’ [Too Posh &  Layby] col-
oured and sparkling tights. 
Tumbling tossers, the GM, Do You 
and Strumpet 
Sinners: 
Calling Too Posh dregs Master Bates 
Nipple 1,Nipple 2 the visiting hasher, 
Cannot Can 
Finishing 2nd after taking a short cut 
Hash Flash 
Wanting le Pro to bend over      
Hornblower” 

 
Strumpet took her own down-

down but the GM and Do You sent 
deputies, Wankupsplitz & Herr 
Flick. Sir Henry Wood (who found-
ed the Proms concerts) would not 
have approved.  

Prior to 1904 a number of musi-
cians, if offered a better paid en-
gagement, would send a deputy to a 
rehearsal or a concert and, that dep-
uty might do the same and so on. 
After a rehearsal in which Wood 
was faced with a sea of entirely 
unfamiliar faces (and abilities) in his 
own orchestra, it was announced 
that there would be no more       
deputising.  

Forty players resigned en bloc and 
formed their own orchestra, The 
London Symphony Orchestra, 
which Wood had inadvertently 
caused to come into existence. 

 

“The saxophone is the embodied 
spirit of beer.” Arnold Bennet 
  
Wagner did not like the saxophone. 
He said that it sounds like the word, 
Reckankreuzungsklankewerkzeuge!  
 
OnOn! Master Bates 

MOA 0 

Colour Supplement  

The Sartorial Triumvirate 

He does smile sometimes…. 

Tumbling Tossers 

Flash’s off-road gouge 


